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Identification of a human ortholog of the mouse Dcpp gene locus, encoding a novel member of the CSP-1/Dcpp salivary protein family
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Mullins JJ, Mullins LJ, Dunbar DR, Brammar WJ, Gross KW, Morley SD. Identification of a human ortholog of the mouse Dcpp gene locus, encoding a novel member of the CSP-1/Dcpp salivary protein family. Physiol Genomics 28: 129–140, 2006. First published September 5, 2006; doi:10.1152/physiolgenomics.00153.2006.—Saliva fulfills critical roles in lubrication and controlling the microflora of the oral and esophageal epithelia, in maintaining oral pH, limiting dental decay, and in softening and initiating the digestion of food so that it can be tasted and swallowed (24, 25, 44). Decreased salivary secretion as a consequence of age, therapeutic drug treatment, or salivary gland damage resulting from disease or radiotherapy frequently leads to a dry mouth (xerostomia) and recurrent oral infection and inflammation, coupled with increased risk of dental erosion, dental caries, periodontal disease, and impaired digestion. Left untreated, this combination of symptoms may lead to malnutrition and poor long-term patient outcome, with consequent economic impact in both healthcare and social settings. Several major protein classes have been identified in salivary fluid, including the so-called proline-rich proteins, making up >70% of the secreted protein in human saliva (3), mucins, the major high-molecular-weight glycoprotein component of mucous (43, 44), enzymes initiating digestion (25), and hydrophilic molecule transporters, which may concentrate and deliver taste compounds to the gustatory system (19, 20). The functions of other salivary proteins, including the glutamine-rich and histidine-rich proteins and tyrosine-rich statherin (12, 31), remain unclear, as do the roles of enzymes, such as renin and the kallikreins, and growth factors, such as epidermal growth factor and nerve growth factor, which are also synthesized in the salivary glands and released either via a regulated pathway into the salivary ducts or by constitutive secretion into the blood stream (5, 6, 36). Consequently, if effective treatments and therapies are to be developed, it will first be necessary to understand more about the mechanisms underpinning salivary gland-specific gene expression, the contribution of specific glands to the final salivary fluid composition, and the specific functions of the proteins present therein.

Saliva is collectively the product of three major pairs of salivary glands, the submandibular, sublingual, and parotid glands and several hundred smaller glands, such as von Ebner’s glands found within the tongue and the palatine, buccal, and labial glands located in the submucosa of the oral cavity (8, 19, 29, 35). The major salivary glands contribute distinct, but overlapping, protein “signatures” to the final salivary fluid profile and probably share common developmental origins, though undergoing divergent morphogenic and cellular differentiation programs that give rise to distinct secretory and nonsecretory exocrine cell phenotypes (11). Salivary gland secretory exocrine cells can be further subdivided morphologically and by their production or otherwise of salivary mucins into mucous (nonserous) and serous cell types. Serous cells contribute nonmucin components to the saliva, for example, the rat parotid secretory protein, which is related to the neonatally expressed rat submandibular gland protein SMG-A (30) and mouse sublingual demilune protein P20 (7). Sublingual demilune protein P20, the mouse equivalent of rat common salivary protein 1 (CSP-1) (15), is now formally defined as Demilune cell and parotid protein (Dcpp) and is secreted principally from the sublingual gland and in lesser quantities from the submandibular and parotid glands. Thus, in addition
to their developmental and sexually dimorphic expression patterns (4, 11), salivary gland proteins are also expressed gland specifically. Collectively, therefore, the salivary glands offer a valuable experimental system in which to investigate the mechanisms underlying developmental and cell-specific gene expression in secretory tissues and perhaps also the evolution of secretory protein function. Furthermore, an understanding of salivary gland biology will be essential to the development of gene therapy-based treatments of salivary or endocrine gland insufficiency (6, 47) or to exploit salivary glands for the expression of heterologous proteins in transgenic animals (28).

As a step toward understanding the basis of salivary gland-specific gene expression, we analyzed the expression of a family of mouse salivary proteins, provisionally termed SPT proteins because of their abundant expression in sublingual glands and lesser expression in parotid glands and tongue. Molecular and bioinformatic analysis identified the mouse salivary proteins as one known and two additional novel members of the CSP-1/Dcpp gene family and demonstrated the presence of three closely linked Dcpp genes, forming a locus, in the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17. Protein sequence similarity searching identified HRPE773 protein as a putative human ortholog of the CSP-1/Dcpp family, showing 31% amino acid identity and 45% amino acid similarity to the SPT-2 query sequence. The corresponding human gene displays a similar structure to that of the mouse Dcpp genes and is located on the region of human chromosome 16 that is syntenic with the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17. The possibility that the Dcpp proteins are mammalian lectins possessing antimicrobial properties is discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals and tissue collection. All animal work was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (UK) 1986 and the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Mice were killed by cervical dislocation, and following collection, tissues were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C to await extraction of RNA.

Poly(A) mRNA isolation and in vitro translation. For most in vitro translation and Northern blotting experiments, total RNA was prepared from pooled male and female adult (11 wk old) DBA/2 mouse submandibular, sublingual, or parotid glands (see Fig. 1A) and a range of other tissues screened, but in which no signal was detected, were pancreas, seminalferous tubule, coagulant gland, preputial gland, epididymus, hardarian gland, adrenal gland, brain, liver, spleen, heart, and kidney.
of other tissues. For experiments examining possible sexually dimorphic expression, total RNA was prepared separately from groups of intact or castrated males or untreated or testosterone-implanted female mice. Poly(A)\(^+\) RNA, purified by oligo-dT chromatography, was translated in nuclease-treated rabbit reticulocyte lysate (26) containing 20 \(\mu\)M each amino acid, excepting methionine, 1 mM ATP, 0.2M GTP, 80 mM potassium chloride, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 2 mM glucose, 7 mg/ml creatine phosphate, 50 \(\mu\)g/ml calf liver tRNA, 1 mM dithiothreitol [\(^{35}\)S]methionine (specific activity, 1,160 Ci/mmol, Amersham), and 50 \(\mu\)g/ml creatine phosphokinase. In vitro translation products were resolved by SDS-PAGE. For in vitro processing experiments, in vitro translation reactions were supplemented with 4 OD\(_{260}\) units/ml of dog pancreatic microsomes (New England Nuclear). Specific sublingual mRNA classes were isolated by hybrid selection (26) from a total sublingual gland poly(A)\(^+\) RNA population, using plasmid DNA derived from individual cDNA clones isolated from a previously constructed DBA/2 mouse pooled adult male and female submandibular-sublingual gland cDNA library (48) immobilized on nitrocellulose filters. In brief, 10 \(\mu\)g of cDNA plasmids were denatured individually in 1 M NaCl, 0.5 M NaOH, and 10 mM EDTA at 65°C for 20 min, spotted on to separate nitrocellulose filter discs (Schleicher & Schuell, 0.45 \(\mu\)m pore size), dried, and rinsed briefly in 3X SSC (1X SSC = 0.15 M sodium chloride/0.015 sodium citrate, pH 7.0), baked at 80°C for 5 h, and rinsed finally with water at 80°C to remove any unbound plasmid DNA. Filters were prehybridized in 50% (wt/vol) formamide, 0.4 M NaCl, 4 mM EDTA, 0.6 mg/ml calf liver tRNA (Boehringer), 10 mM Na-PIPES buffer, pH 6.4, at 41°C for 3 h and then hybridized for 14 h at 41°C in prehybridization solution containing 30 \(\mu\)g/ml mouse DBA/2 sublingual gland poly(A)\(^+\) mRNA. Filters were then washed successively, twice in 1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at room temperature, three times in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at room temperature, twice in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at 50°C, and twice in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 1 mM EDTA, for 3 min at 50°C. Filter-bound RNA was eluted by two successive incubations in 150 \(\mu\)l of water for 2 min at 80°C and collected by ethanol precipitation of pooled eluates in the presence of 4 \(\mu\)g of calf liver tRNA as carrier. Half of this material was subjected to DNA sequencing.

**Double amino acid labeling of sublingual gland in vitro translation products.** Double amino acid labeling of major sublingual gland in vitro translation products and human placental and bovine pituitary mRNA controls was carried out essentially as described above, but using amino acid-depleted rabbit reticulocyte lysates (Amersham) to avoid dilution of tritiated amino acid labels and the adjustment to 125 mM potassium chloride in translation reactions to maximize translational efficiency. Double amino acid labeling was achieved by including 1 mM cC/tcM [\(^{35}\)S]methionine (specific activity,1,160 Ci/mmol, Amersham) and a quantity of either [\(^{3}H\)]alanine or [\(^{3}H\)]serine empirically determined to result in the incorporation of approximately half the number of [\(^{3}H\)] to [\(^{35}\)S] counts, in the absence of their nonlabeled homologs. In vitro translation products were resolved on a 17.5% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE gel and transferred electrophoretically to nitrocellulose filters (4 h, 60 V/0.2 A). Blots were air-dried, and translation products were located by autoradiography. Individual products were blotted and transferred electrophoretically to nitrocellulose filter discs (Schleicher & Schuell, 0.45 \(\mu\)m pore size), dried, and rinsed briefly in 3X SSC (1X SSC = 0.15 M sodium chloride/0.015 sodium citrate, pH 7.0), baked at 80°C for 5 h, and rinsed finally with water at 80°C to remove any unbound plasmid DNA. Filters were prehybridized in 50% (wt/vol) formamide, 0.4 M NaCl, 4 mM EDTA, 0.6 mg/ml calf liver tRNA (Boehringer), 10 mM Na-PIPES buffer, pH 6.4, at 41°C for 3 h and then hybridized for 14 h at 41°C in prehybridization solution containing 30 \(\mu\)g/ml mouse DBA/2 sublingual gland poly(A)\(^+\) mRNA. Filters were then washed successively, twice in 1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at room temperature, three times in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at room temperature, twice in 0.1X SSC, 0.5% (wt/vol) SDS for 3 min at 50°C, and twice in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 1 mM EDTA, for 3 min at 50°C. Filter-bound RNA was eluted by two successive incubations in 150 \(\mu\)l of water for 2 min at 80°C and collected by ethanol precipitation of pooled eluates in the presence of 4 \(\mu\)g of calf liver tRNA as carrier. Half of this material was subjected to DNA sequencing.
RESULTS

In vitro translation analysis of mouse sublingual gland mRNAs. In vitro translations of poly(A)$^+$ mRNA prepared from pooled male and female adult DBA/2 mouse submandibular, parotid, or sublingual glands (Fig. 1A), carefully dissected free of surrounding tissue, revealed a variety of products of varying size (Fig. 1B, lanes 1 and 2). Of these, the prominent submandibular products with apparent molecular masses of 44 kDa, 36 kDa, and 30 kDa have been identified previously as representing preprorenin (32), a secreted acidic glycoprotein, termed Spot protein or salivary protein-1 (12, 48), and several members of the esteropeptidase (kallikrein) family (27). However, the striking major sublingual product of 16–17 kDa (Fig. 1B, lane 3), also present at lower levels in parotid gland but apparently absent from submandibular gland mRNA in vitro translations, has yet to be characterized. Further analysis of sublingual gland mRNA in vitro translations on a 17.5% (wt/vol) SDS-PAGE gel resolved the broad 16– to 17-kDa product, seen in Fig. 1B, lane 3, into three distinct bands of approximately equal intensity (Fig. 1B, lane 4), indicating the existence of three polypeptide species, perhaps differing in length by only a few amino acids. In vitro translation of sublingual gland poly(A)$^+$ mRNA from intact or castrated males or untreated or testosterone-implanted female mice failed to show any sexual dimorphism of the 16– to 17-kDa products (data not shown), suggesting that genes encoding these proteins are not subject to androgen-mediated regulation such as that seen for salivary gland renin, EGF, NGF, and kallikrein gene expression (5). Use of a number of plasmid cDNA clones from a previously constructed DBA/2 mouse pooled submandibular-sublingual gland cDNA library to hybrid-select specific sublingual poly(A)$^+$ mRNA classes identified a single plasmid, pSMG-181, which selected mRNAs encoding three in vitro translation products of identical size to the three major 16- to 17-kDa peptides produced by direct in vitro translation of sublingual gland poly(A)$^+$ RNA (Fig. 1B, lanes 4 and 5). The ability of a single cDNA clone to hybrid-select mRNAs encoding three distinct 16- to 17-kDa products supports the notion of a family of closely related abundant sublingual gland proteins. Addition of dog pancreatic microsomes to hybrid-selected mRNA in vitro translations yielded several additional translation products, suggesting that processing of a signal sequence and glycosylation may be occurring (Fig. 1B, lane 6). Double labeling of sublingual gland poly(A)$^+$ mRNA in vitro translation products with either $[^35S]$Met or $[^3H]$Ser (Table 1) showed that the amino acid compositions of the major 16- to 17-kDa sublingual gland peptides are quite distinct from that of the previously characterized sublingual gland mucin (37), 60% of which consists of only three amino acids: threonine, serine, and alanine. The small size of the major sublingual mRNA in vitro translation products argues further against their identification as mucins (43). Nevertheless, the similarity of the amino acid labeling ratio for all three major sublingual gland in vitro translation products suggests that they may be members of a closely related protein family.

Molecular cloning of mRNAs for the 16- to 17-kDa mouse sublingual gland proteins. Oligo dT-primed reverse transcription of total sublingual RNA revealed the presence of a prominent cDNA product of 600–650 bp (data not shown), corresponding to an mRNA of 750–850 bases, assuming a poly(A)$^+$ tail of 150–200 residues. Northern blotting of a panel of exocrine gland poly(A)$^+$ mRNAs revealed that mRNAs hybridizing to cDNA clone pSMG-181 were extremely abundant in the sublingual gland (Fig. 1C), suggesting that mRNAs corresponding to the 16- to 17-kDa sublingual peptides may represent the predominant sublingual transcription product. pSMG-181-hybridizing mRNAs were also present at lower levels in parotid gland, tongue, and submandibular gland, but undetectable in all other exocrine tissues examined (Fig. 1C). Interestingly, while hybridization signals from sublingual gland and tongue correspond to polyadenylated mRNAs of 750–850 bases, the parotid mRNA is ~50–100 bases longer, suggesting the use of either an alternative transcription start site or polyadenylation signal. While the prominent 16- to 17-kDa sublingual and parotid gland in vitro translation products (Fig. 1B, lanes 2 and 3) are consistent with the Northern hybridization signals seen for these tissues, failure to observe a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$<a href="Ala">^3H</a>$ dpm</th>
<th>$<a href="Met">^35S</a>$ dpm</th>
<th>Experimental Ratio</th>
<th>Corrected Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPPL</td>
<td>1,821</td>
<td>3,420</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>(2.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>18,398</td>
<td>43,451</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-A</td>
<td>1,858</td>
<td>3,399</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-B</td>
<td>3,544</td>
<td>5,650</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-C</td>
<td>4,076</td>
<td>5,848</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-D</td>
<td>1,906</td>
<td>2,999</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-mucin</td>
<td>1,906</td>
<td>2,999</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SL-D 2,564 4,502 0.56 1.6
SL-C 4,728 8,394 0.56 1.6
SL-B 4,632 8,752 0.53 1.5
SL-A 2,272 4,673 0.49 1.4
SL-D 2,564 4,502 0.57 1.6
SL-mucin 1,906 2,999 0.64 3.5

**Table 1. Alanine-methionine and serine-methionine ratios for the major sublingual gland in vitro translation products**
similar submandibular in vitro translation product (Fig. 1B, lane 1) indicates either that these proteins are present at lower levels in submandibular gland or, less likely, that the observed Northern signal may arise from a small contamination of submandibular tissue used to prepare poly(A)^+ mRNA for Northern blotting with sublingual tissue.

Since clone pSMG-181 contained an incomplete open reading frame, a DBA/2 mouse sublingual gland cDNA library was screened to isolate full-length clones. Of clones screened, 22.5% gave positive hybridization signals, confirming that pSMG-181-related sequences are highly represented in the total sublingual gland mRNA population. Nine pSMG-181-hybridizing clones, having cDNA inserts of >600 bp in length, were sequenced and resolved into two distinct but closely related families, provisionally termed SPT-1 and SPT-2, differing by ~7% at the nucleic acid level and 10% at the amino acid level (Fig. 2, A and B).

Primer extension sequencing of the extreme 5'-region of DBA/2 sublingual gland poly(A)^+ RNA yielded a single unambiguous sequence (corresponding to bp 1–105 of the SPT-1/2 cDNA sequence, Fig. 3A), demonstrating that SPT-1 and SPT-2 share identical sequences between the extension primer and the transcription start site.1 Both SPT-1 and SPT-2 cDNAs exhibit single open reading frames (Fig. 3A), predicting SPT protein moieties of 170 and 171 amino acids, respectively, each exhibiting classical signal sequences, a putative Jacalin-related lectin (JRL) domain, and potential sites for glycosylation (Fig. 2B), suggesting that the proteins are secreted into sublingual saliva. Both cDNA clone classes display two potential ATG “start” codons, the second of which is contained within a partial match to the Kozak translation initiation consensus motif (21). This suggests that translation may initiate from this second ATG, the consequence of which would be a shorter NH2-terminal “signal” sequence that, however, would still retain a secretory motif. These characteristics are shared by a further cDNA sequence class, termed SPT-3, deduced from data-mining of the mouse genome (see later), which also predicts an open reading frame of 170 amino acids (Fig. 2B). In addition to a single amino acid deletion, the SPT-2 and SPT-3 coding sequences predict, respectively, 16 and 23 amino acid substitutions compared with SPT-1, while SPT-2 and SPT-3 coding sequences differ from each other by 18 amino acids, most of which are isofunctional in nature. Base changes between the SPT cDNAs and therefore amino acid substitutions between the conceptual SPT proteins are concentrated toward the middle of the predicted open reading frames, within the putative JRL domain, while the NH2- and COOH-terminal ends display a lesser degree of amino acid substitution.

Southern blot hybridization identifies three genes for SPT proteins. Southern analyses of either Psrl or BamHII-digested DBA/2 genomic DNA, using SPT-54, a short centrally located 90-bp cDNA clone corresponding to bp 291–380 of the SPT-1 nucleotide sequence, as probe and moderately stringent washing [last wash 1× SSC/0.1% (wt/vol) SDS], revealed three hybridizing fragments (Fig. 3A). This suggests either the presence of multiple Psrl and BamHII restriction sites within introns spanned by the short SPT-1 cDNA probe or, more likely, the detection of multiple related genes. The single hybridizing fragment that remains following stringent washing [last wash 0.05× SSC/0.1% (wt/vol) SDS] most likely represents a gene that is completely homologous to the cDNA probe used, while the other hybridizing fragments probably correspond to closely related genes in the DBA/2 mouse genome from which the probe is selectively displaced at very high washing stringencies. This is supported by the detection of the same group of three fragments in Psrl, HindIII, or BamHII DBA/2 genomic DNA digests, or combinations thereof, probed with short oligonucleotides corresponding to the common 5'- or 3'-regions of the three SPT cDNA sequences (Fig. 3B).

The genes encoding the mouse SPT proteins are closely linked and located on mouse chromosome 17. Partial restriction digestion and Southern analysis of several overlapping lambda genomic clones, spanning ~50 kb of the mouse genome, revealed the presence of three distinct SPT-1 cDNA-hybridizing sequences (Fig. 4A), suggesting that the genes encoding the 16- to 17-kDa SPT proteins are closely linked in the mouse genome. Subcloning and sequencing of the SPT-1-hybridizing BamHII fragment from lambda phage clone 3 (Fig. 4A) revealed that it contained three short introns separating four exons, the first of which is untranslated, with an open reading frame commencing in the second exon (data not shown). The predicted transcribed sequence corresponded to the SPT-2 cDNA sequence and is preceded by a recognizable transcription initiation motif and TATA box.

Linkage of the three genes predicted to encode the 16- to 17-kDa SPT proteins was confirmed for DBA/2 and C57BL/6 mouse strains, using pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, which showed that in both of these strains the three genes reside within a single BsrHI fragment of ~150 kb (Fig. 4B, lanes 2 and 3) and in the case of strains DBA/2 only, an ~350-kb NotI fragment (Fig. 4B, lane 5). Meanwhile, the genes in C57BL/6 DNA could be separated by HpaI digestion, yielding a doublet at ~25 kb and an additional smaller fragment of ~14 kb (Fig. 4B, lane 4) and NotI digestion, resulting in an ~400-kb fragment and a doublet at ~350 kb (Fig. 4B, lane 6).

RFLP analysis identified a Psrl RFLP between the inbred strains C57BL/6j and DBA/2j (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 1 and 2), which allowed two of the SPT genes to be mapped on the mouse genome using BXD recombinant inbred lines, by comparison with known markers (45) (the third gene was invariable between the two progenitor strains and therefore could not be mapped by this strategy). Of 24 lines screened, only one recombinant strain (BXD 25) was observed (Table 2), placing the RFLP identified by the SPT-1 probe distal to the two markers T66D and RP17 and proximal to the marker HBA-PS4 in the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17. This assignment was confirmed by searching of the mouse genome, using SPT-1 cDNA as query sequence, which demonstrated the presence of three closely related genes linked along 40 kbp of the mouse chromosome 17 genomic sequence (AC110262.12, Mus musculus clone RP23–291L10; Fig. 5B). The four exon-three intron structure of all three SPT protein genes was confirmed by comparison of genomic sequences with cDNA clones SPT-1 and 2, which also allowed two of the genes to be numbered on the basis of cDNA sequence similarity (Fig. 5B). An additional cDNA sequence variant, termed SPT-3 (Fig. 2A), was then deduced from the third unassigned SPT gene homolog located at co-ordinate 132,568–134,549, assuming conservation of intron-exon boundaries. Mapping of Psrl,
Fig. 2. Comparison of mouse sublingual-parotid gland-tongue protein (SPT) cDNA and deduced amino acid sequences. 

A: CLUSTAL W alignment of sublingual cDNA clone class 1 and 2 (SPT-1 and 2) nucleotide sequences and an additional homologous sequence, termed SPT-3, deduced from a 3rd SPT gene homolog located on mouse chromosome 17 (AC110262.12 mouse genomic clone co-ordinate 132,568–134,549; see text for further details), using default parameters. Nucleotide identities are indicated by an asterisk. Predicted ATG “start” and TGA “stop” codons are shaded.

B: comparison of deduced amino acid sequences of SPT-1, 2, and 3. Deduced amino acid sequences were aligned using CLUSTAL W with default parameters. Amino acid identities in all sequences in the alignment are indicated by an asterisk, while conserved substitutions are shown by a colon, and semiconserved substitutions by a dot. Putative signal sequences (SPT-1 amino acids 1–23), Jacalin-like lectin domain (SPT-1 amino acids 44–133), and glycosylation sites (SPT-1 amino acids 161–163) are shaded.
BamHI, HpaI, BssHI, and NotI restriction sites within the 40-kbp genomic sequence region containing the SPT genes gave predicted SPT protein gene-bearing fragment sizes that, in nearly all cases, corresponded to those derived from the Southern blotting and pulsed-field gel analyses, reported in Figs. 3 and 4. Presumably, the few differences can be reconciled by strain-dependent sequence variation between the M. musculus clone RP23–291L10 DNA used to construct the chromosome 17 genomic sequence entry in the mouse genome database and the mouse strains employed in this study.

Database mining of the mouse genome identifies SPT proteins as members of the CSP-1/Dcpp protein family. BLAST searching of the GenBank nonredundant database revealed sequence similarities between the SPT cDNAs and several database entries for the CSP-1/Dcpp salivary protein family, including just a single base difference between DBA/2 SPT-1 and the Swiss Webster Dcpp cDNA sequence (accession no. S76879) (7), suggesting that these cDNA clones represent the same gene product. SPT-2 and SPT-3 cDNA sequences differ by 7% and 8%, respectively, from the Swiss Webster Dcpp cDNA sequence, suggesting that they correspond to distinct but closely related gene products. Furthermore, there were several additional close matches to IMAGE database sequences from mouse salivary gland and mammary tumor cDNA libraries, generated by the Mammalian Gene Collection Program Team (accession nos. BC045522, BC024627, BC090399, BC005655, BC059096) (23). A dbEST sequence search identified ESTs corresponding to all four exons of each of the three sublingual protein genes, suggesting that all of the

Fig. 3. Southern blotting analysis indicates the presence of 3 closely related SPT genes in the mouse genome. A: 10 μg of DBA/2 mouse tail DNA were digested to completion with either PstI (P) or BamHI (B) and subjected to Southern blotting using SPT-54, a short centrally located 90-bp cDNA clone corresponding to bp 291–380 of the SPT-1 nucleotide sequence, as probe. Membranes were washed with SSC [20× SSC = 3 M sodium chloride/0.3 M sodium citrate, pH 7.0] or 0.1% (wt/vol) SDS] concentrations as indicated above the lanes on the blot at 65°C. B: 10 μg of tail DNA from individual DBA/2 mice, digested to completion with either BamHI (B), BamHI/HindIII (B/H), BamHI/PstI (B/P), HindIII (H), HindIII/PstI (H/P) or PstI (P), were subjected to Southern blotting and hybridized to oligonucleotide probes corresponding to the 5′-end (probe SPT-5′ -end = bp 1–20 of the SPT-2 nucleotide sequence) or the 3′-end (probe SPT-32 = bp 533–601 of the SPT-2 nucleotide sequence) of the sublingual cDNA sequences. Membranes were washed last with 1× SSC/0.1% (wt/vol) SDS at 65°C. Both of these probes correspond to regions of sequence identity for SPT-1, SPT-2, and SPT-3 cDNA sequences. EcoRI/HindIII lambda DNA standard size markers (bp) are indicated at the left.

Fig. 4. Genes corresponding to the 3 SPT proteins are closely linked in the mouse genome. A: DNAs from several lambda genomic clones, selected by plaque hybridization using a SPT-1 partial cDNA clone (SPT-42 corresponding to bp 99–469 of the SPT-1 nucleotide sequence) as probe, were subjected to partial restriction digestion mapping, using either BamHI (B), HindIII (H), SalI (S), or combinations thereof, and partial restriction maps were assembled for each clone. This then allowed lambda clones 3, 5, 6, and 7 to be aligned in an overlapping array. The location of SPT cDNA-hybridizing fragments (shown as filled boxes) were determined for individual clones by Southern hybridization of complete lambda clone digests, using oligonucleotides corresponding to the 5′-end and 3′ of the SPT-2 cDNA sequence, as described previously. B: DBA/2 DNA (D: lanes 2 and 5) or C57BL/6 DNA (C: lanes 3, 4, and 6) was digested with BssHI, HpaI, and NotI rare-cutting restriction enzymes, separated by pulsed-field electrophoresis, Southern blotted, and hybridized with the complete SPT-2 cDNA insert (bp 1–611). Lane 1, 50-kb DNA ladder marker (Mb) track.
genes are transcriptionally active. This included reports of restricted EST expression patterns in late-gestational mouse embryo, probably reflecting maturation of the salivary glands and in adult skin, possibly suggesting expression in sebaceous or other glandular structures. Interrogation of microarray data associated with the GenBank sequence entry for P20 sublingual gland Dcpp (7) indicates possible expression in tissues other than salivary glands, including lung, liver (long oligo arrays), and brain (mouse 9k arrays, UCLA). This does not accord, however, with the expression data obtained in this study and presumably represents low-level expression below the threshold of sensitivity of Northern blotting. Nevertheless, preliminary QRT-PCR data from this laboratory indicate that Dcpp mRNA is also transcribed at moderate levels in mouse prostate, trachea, and oviduct (S Campbell, MR Nicol and SD Morley; unpublished observations), the latter observations being corroborated by recent studies in the literature (22, 33).

**Identification of a putative human Dcpp protein ortholog.** A BLAST search of the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)/GenBank/European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) Data Bank nucleotide and protein databases for potential mammalian Dcpp protein orthologs, using the SPT-2 cDNA nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequences as query sequences and default search parameters, revealed significant homology only to rat CSP-1 (GenBank accession no. NM_133622), a previously recognized member of the CSP-1/Dkpp protein multigene family (7). Rat CSP-1 shows 43% amino acid identity and 63% amino acid similarity with the predicted SPT-2 amino acid sequence (Fig. 6A). Nucleotide homology is concentrated in the 5’-regions of the mouse and rat cDNA sequences corresponding to the NH2-terminal signal se-

---

**Fig. 5. Segregation of alleles for SPT genes and other chromosome 17 loci among BXD recombinant inbred (RI) strains.**

- **A:** alleles for the SPT genes were determined by Southern blotting of PvuII-digested DNA from BXD RI strains, using an SPT-1 partial cDNA clone (SPT-42 corresponding to bp 99–469 of the SPT-1 nucleotide sequence) as probe. Numbers represent the BXD RI strain number analyzed, whereas B and D are generic symbols for inherited alleles from C57BL/6J and DBA/2J, respectively, assigned on the basis of PvuII restriction pattern. **B:** location of SPT gene locus on *Mus musculus* chromosome 17. Numbering represents the position of individual genes on *Mus musculus* chromosome 17 (AC110262.12, *M. musculus* clone RP23–291L10) detected by BLAST screening of the mouse genome with the SPT-2 cDNA sequence. Intron-exon structure was determined by comparing SPT cDNA sequences with their genomic counterparts. Numbers in brackets indicate the number of Hpal restriction sites in the intergenic DNA, and the sizes of the Hpal, BgrIII, and NotI sublingual protein gene-bearing fragments predicted from the *M. musculus* chromosome 17 sequence.
Table 2. SPT gene BxD allele pattern among BXD recombinant inbred strains in the T region of mouse chromosome 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr. 17 BXD RI Strain</th>
<th>0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3</th>
<th>1 2 5 6 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 0 1 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 ODC-10</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL BxD</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 HGPT2</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previously determined distribution for T66D, RP17, and HBA-PS4 alleles among BXD recombinant inbred (RI) strains in the T region of chromosome 17. SPT gene BxD allele pattern, determined by PvuII restriction digestion (Fig. 6), is indicated in bold. A crossover between two loci is indicated by an X.
protein family. Secondly, this work establishes the previously unrecognized presence of three closely linked Dcpp genes, forming a locus, in the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17. Finally, protein sequence similarity searching has identified HRPE773, a protein of previously unknown identity that is also expressed predominantly in human salivary tissues, as a putative human CSP-1/Dcpp ortholog. The similarities between HRPE773 and the Dcpp family are emphasized by the fact that the predicted mouse and human proteins both display classical NH2-terminal signal sequences, putative JRL domains, and potential N-linked glycosylation sites, suggesting that they may both be secreted into sublingual saliva and thence into the oral cavity (10). The corresponding human gene, encoding HRPE773, displays a similar four exon-three intron structure to the mouse Dcpp genes and is located on the region of human chromosome 16 known to be syntenic with the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17 and the region of rat chromosome 10 that contains the gene for rat CSP-1. Crucially, the three Dcpp genes on mouse chromosome 17 and the putative human ortholog on human chromosome 16 are flanked respectively by the mouse and human orthologs of several genes including a family of serine proteases (Prss 21, Prss 22, Prss 33 and PRSS 21, PRSS 22, PRSS 33) and also by genes for

Fig. 6. Multiple sequence alignment and gene arrangements for CSP-1/Dcpp orthologs. A: mouse SPT-2, NP-5980360.1-rat (common salivary protein 1), and AAQ09380.1-human predicted amino acid sequences aligned by CLUSTAL W (1.82) multiple sequence alignment. Amino acid identities in all sequences in the alignment are indicated by an asterisk, whereas conserved substitutions are shown by a colon, and semiconserved substitutions by a dot. Putative signal peptides and glycosylation sites are shaded. B: mapping of mRNA transcripts for the mouse and putative human CSP-1/Dcpp orthologs on to their corresponding gene sequences reveals similar intron-exon structures. Boxes represent Dcpp exons, with black-shaded areas corresponding to open reading frames, while intervening intronic regions are represented by angled lines between exons. C: simplified comparison of the SPT locus in the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17, with the location of the human gene for the putative human CSP-1/Dcpp ortholog, HRPE773, on the syntenic region of human chromosome 16. Data are abstracted from Ensembl V38 annotation of the mouse and human genome builds, and named genes characterized in both mouse and human are indicated respectively by the Mouse Gene Informatics-approved gene symbol for mouse and HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee-approved gene symbol for human. Note that detailed annotation of the syntenic region of rat chromosome 10 containing the gene for CSP-1 has yet to be included in the published rat genome compilation, thus precluding further analysis of CSP-1 gene structure here.
TCEB2 and SRRM2. The presence of a series of orthologous genes located both proximally and distally to the genes for mouse Dcpp and human HRPE773 provides strong additional evidence that HRPE773 is the human ortholog of the CSP-1/Dcpp family.

A protein sequence similarity search was used successfully in this study to identify a putative human ortholog of the CSP-1/Dcpp family, which had not been detected previously. Surprisingly, an initial BLAST search with a Dcpp query sequence failed to identify a corresponding sequence in the human genome. This is consistent, however, with the observation that salivary protein gene sequences show a characteristically high evolutionary divergence within coding regions, even between closely related species, sometimes to the point where molecular probes from orthologous genes of different mammalian species will not cross-hybridize in Southern blotting experiments, although protein sequence may show greater conservation (12, 30). Nevertheless, there is often a high degree of conservation of the NH2-terminal signal sequence coding sequences and 3′-untranslated regions of the corresponding cDNAs (30), perhaps indicating the presence of “optimal” motifs enabling high level expression and efficient secretion of these proteins into saliva. Precisely these homologies are observed between cDNAs for the mouse Dcpp proteins, rat CSP-1, and HRPE773, adding further weight to the identification of the latter as a human CSP-1/Dcpp ortholog.

In common with the mouse CSP-1/Dcpp family, HRPE773 is expressed principally in the salivary glands but also at lower levels in trachea and prostate. Tracheal expression may perhaps be accounted for by the hundreds of small glands that lubricate the tracheal surface epithelium, while the prostate is rich in secretory products. Preliminary data suggest that Dcpp is also expressed in mouse trachea and prostate, whereas both the human and mouse orthologs may be present in oviduct (S Campbell, MR Nicol, and SD Morley; unpublished observations). The similar tissue expression profiles displayed by HRPE773 and Dcpp emphasize their probable relatedness. Furthermore, conservation of six glycine residues between the putative human, mouse, and rat CSP-1/Dcpp family members suggests that these proteins may share similar secondary structures. Together, this evidence makes it highly probable that HRPE773 does represent a human counterpart of the CSP-1/Dcpp protein family.

The present study extends the observations both of Bekhor et al. (7), who reported only a single submandibular CSP-1/Dcpp mRNA class, and the Ensembl V38 (18) annotation of the mouse genome, which currently recognizes only a single Dcpp gene on mouse chromosome 17. Thus, three distinct CSP-1/Dcpp-related mRNAs are shown here to be expressed at high levels in the mouse sublingual gland and are encoded by three closely linked Dcpp genes located in the T-complex region of mouse chromosome 17. Sequence alignment with the BLAST algorithm revealed just a single base difference between DBA/2 SPT-1 and the Swiss Webster Dcpp cDNA sequence (accession no. S76879) (7), suggesting that these cDNA clones represent the same gene product. We propose therefore that the gene corresponding to the SPT-1/Dcpp mRNA sequence should be allocated the systematic name Dcpp-1 and that the genes corresponding to SPT-2 and SPT-3 mRNAs identified in this study should be termed Dcpp-2 and Dcpp-3, respectively. This is convenient because this numerical assignment of the genes then corresponds to the positional annotation of individual genes on M. musculus chromosome 17 (AC110262.12, M. musculus clone RP23–291L10; see Fig. 5).

The presence of three linked CSP-1/Dcpp-related genes in the mouse contrasts with the human, as demonstrated in this study, and rat (11, 15), where apparently only a single CSP-1/Dcpp ortholog is present. Linkage of the mouse Dcpp genes on chromosome 17 was first demonstrated by us using classical Southern blotting and RFLP analyses combined with pulsed-field gel electrophoresis and then confirmed by bioinformatic interrogation of the mouse genome sequence. These classical approaches proved critical in establishing the presence of three closely linked Dcpp genes in the mouse genome, because, as noted previously, published resources document the existence of only one mouse Dcpp protein species to date, while mouse genome sequencing and EST resources annotate just a single Dcpp gene, corresponding to SPT-1. Presumably previous bioinformatic database analyses have been confounded by the close linkage and high degree of similarity between the three mouse Dcpp genes and their corresponding proteins.

Some indicators of the function of the CSP-1/Dcpp family members may be deduced from their secretory nature and the presence of a putative JRL domain in both the mouse and human orthologs. Jacalin is the prototype of the JRL family of proteins, one of the seven major groups of lectin carbohydrate-binding proteins (or glycoproteins), found ubiquitously throughout the plant and animal kingdoms (34), and even include salivary snake venom toxins (14). The presence of a JRL domain in a protein is normally considered to be diagnostic for lectin activity, so it therefore seems possible that mammalian Dcpp proteins may play similar roles to plant lectins, for example in cell agglutination or by displaying antimicrobial activity in the mammalian oral cavity and respiratory and reproductive tracts. As for other salivary protein classes (12, 46), amino acid substitutions between the three SPT proteins are concentrated toward the middle of the predicted open reading frames, in the putative JRL domain. Consequently, mouse lineage-specific gene duplication, followed by sequence divergence, could provide a mechanism for evolution of carbohydrate binding specificities in response to species-specific requirements of the mouse, similar to the copy number variation and sequence polymorphisms observed, for example, in the genes of beta defensins (39).

Together, the observations reported in this study provide novel comparative functional genomic data for major salivary gland gene products, while identification of a human CSP-1/Dcpp ortholog provides a key tool toward the investigation of salivary protein function in the context of human oral health.
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